
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of marketing expert. We appreciate you taking the time to review the
list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for marketing expert

Build strong partnerships with leading organizations dedicated to a social
impact cause
Represent 1 Billion Lives internally and externally ensuring broad visibility of
the initiative
Setting the priorities for the marketing team based on input from
stakeholders, business goals and team capacity/skills
Analyze and understand the needs of the businesses, advice them in terms of
approach and report results of actions
Develop and deliver internal communications to promote the story so the
broader organization is aware of and can leverage/align to the story
Develop and integrate campaign strategy, processes, metrics, and
technology, to drive a more robust lead pipeline
Analyze performance of campaigns and deliver reporting and analytics that
show how marketing programs impact revenue
Weekly forecasts and formation of plans to close gaps vs
Responsible for building up a strong brand recognition internally and
externally and make sure this is consistent all over the world
Understanding all related scenarios

Qualifications for marketing expert

Advanced degree (MS, MA, PhD) in a quantitative discipline (typically
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8-10 years’ business experience using analytics to drive business/marketing
results in, ideally, multiple information-dense, consumer-facing industries
(e.g., consumer packaged goods, retail, financial services,
telecommunications)
Exceptional numerical and statistical ability, with significant experience using
statistical software packages such as SAS, SPSS, R and database software
packages such as SQL
Extensive analytic leadership experience in disciplines such as marketing
service analytics, credit and risk analytics, CLM, CRM, MROI
Expertise with multivariate statistical analysis including such areas as
regression, logistic regression, cluster analysis, time series, latent class
modeling and machine learning
Willingness to travel and work on a pan-Asia basis (c.a


